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Disclaimer
Except when specifically permitted and/or requested by the
verified person, we are only allowed to display the personal
data included in the Vetted Project Information database in
our Data Processing Notice. 

No information provided in this document by the project
and/or team members was validated or confirmed as part of
the vetting process, unless otherwise mentioned.

Nothing contained in this document constitutes a legal or
financial advice, an offer, solicitation, recommendation,
endorsement, guarantee or warranty provided by us or any
third-party service provider.



The Quest Citizens NFT collection is a project created by
theQuestHub.io. This community NFT collection offers its
owners a higher level of utility to theQuestHub users and
revenue sharing.

The goal of theQuestHub and Quest Citizens as a multi-utility
platform for web3 projects is to give people in the NFT space,
both new and old, a way to find and build their Web3 Homes.
Most notably, their hero offering is collateralized and
uncollateralized loans backed by institutional liquidity
providers and their proprietary credit scoring.

Holders get access to numerous theQuestHub features that
are already live as well as those that will be added in the
future.

Summary
Project Description



Report Overview
TheQuestHub is offering an innovative product to the market
and aspires to accomplish some big goals in the future. While
their platform currently can't quite match the functionality
of more established Web 2.0 providers, it does offer other
advantages and serves as an excellent proof of concept
before their mint. They are providing their future Quest
Citizens NFT holders with a number of utilities in regard to
each of the key objectives on their roadmap. Post-mint they
will be entering increasingly competitive (un)collateralized
loan markets and they have high aspirations for the following
year.

The project excelled by being extremely cooperative and
open throughout the vetting process on their own initiative.
They have a corporate and legal foundation in place, which
aided them in persuading venture capital firms to invest
substantial funds. The current team has a strong track record,
the required skills for their roles in the project, and we
believe they have a good chance of completing their project.

Team Members
CEO
        thequesthub.io#9606
      @iandensan

CTO
        Adriaan#4371
      @AdriaanSwieten

CMO
        NikitaRossa#5198
      @yelenakensborn

Chief of Staff
        ton|thequesthub.io#9889
       @TonydeGod

Community Head
        Timeblink#3643
      @QGTimeblink

All supplied identity and residency documents were verified
and determined to be valid.

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/AdriaanSwieten
https://twitter.com/yelenakensborn
https://twitter.com/TonydeGod
https://twitter.com/QGTimeblink


  

Project Name Quest Citizens by theQuestHub  

Project Website http://thequesthub.io  

Project Discord https://discord.com/invite/questcitizens  

Project Twitter @QuestCitizen | @QuestHubio  

Mint Wallet  

Treasury Wallet FeA3A4q5p6jUu3jLMaLAk7zFdEbEbUGBWZuyFdAeFG5p  

Company  

  

Legal Accountability Tier 3  

Certificate Rank Gold  

Vetting Process Report

Project Verifications

1

2

Learn more about Legal Accountability System here.

Learn more about our Audit Certificate requirements here.

1

2

http://thequesthub.io/
https://discord.com/invite/questcitizens
https://twitter.com/QuestCitizen
https://twitter.com/theQuestHubio
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/legal-accountability-system-explained-8096fb4ff1bc
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/dox-certificate-explained-be2955886e9


      Project's Response
The platform is currently operational, and the major goals of
Phase One have already been met. Moving on, lending and
staking utilities in Solana will be our key priorities. We
anticipate completing half of Phase Two by the end of the year
and the other half by the beginning of the next year. Phase
Three is planned for next year.

In the future, we also intend to port the project to other
blockchains. We have chosen to concentrate on completing
Phase One and Phase Two of the plan on Solana due to the
impending Ethereum Network merge, even though some
components for other blockchains are already operational.

      Observation 1
Publicly available roadmap states that the project is currently
at the last objective (News (Announcements) Feature for
Partner Projects Tab) of Phase One.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We acknowledge that the project has thus far kept its
promises and that it intends to execute the roadmap within
reasonable timelines.

Observations
Project
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      Project's Response
The CTO (Adriaan#4371) is a full-stack developer with expertise
in back-end development. There are five other developers
working on the team as both front-end and back-end
developers. The present team has already constructed essential
elements required to carry out the objectives on Solana and is
currently capable of carrying out the goals of Phase Two. In
addition, a board of advisors and other projects are helping us
with their best practices. Phase Three will require us to bring
on more specialists to assist with the project.

      Observation 2
(Un)Collateralized Crypto Loans, Peer-to-Peer NFT Trading via
Fiat, Metaverse (as-a-Service), Whitelist Tool, Launchpad are
only a few of the goals outlined in Phase Two and Phase Three.
In terms of blockchain and back-end development, these
objectives are more challenging to implement than the ones
from Phase One, which have already been finished.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
During the interview, more information was privately
disclosed to us, and we can determine that the team
possesses the sufficient expertise to continue product's
development that is planned for this year.

      Observation 3
While the main intended value of collateralized loans is far
more prevalent, the utility of a research and collaboration
platform is something that is somewhat unique in the field.

Nestor Alpha
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      Project's Response
In terms of the platform utilities now available, Notion and
other Web 2.0 products are our key competitors. Our
advantages are that we provide Web 3.0 connectivity and that
our service is free for large groups of collaborators. The
platform's current research-to-earn mechanism is built on on-
chain tips that can be distributed to community contributors.
Additionally, the site contains collaboration features that let
members of various groups work together on initiatives. The
community is open to everyone, and in addition to other
utilities, NFT holders will be able to serve as moderators.

Our standout product is thought to be the future loan utilities.
The majority of the code base for the utilities we want to offer
has already been created by ourselves or other projects in the
area. The CEO (thequesthub.io#9606) has experience with the
implementation of a Web 2.0 project with related
functionality. Getting the credit scoring model, which is
already being developed by an ex-Uber/Stanford Data
Scientist, properly will be a significant challenge for us. The
fact that we have an institutional liquidity source will give us
more time to test and refine the loan models, which will
provide us a significant competitive edge over other players in
the Web3 market.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We have received enough evidence of the team's progress
in regards to the existing platform utilities through
platform testing and team showcases.

Nestor Alpha
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
During the vetting process, access to a testnet with the
same codebase as the one that will be used for the lending
platform was provided to us.

      Project's Response
We would view putting our concept through the due diligence
procedure to obtain these investments as the best indication
of its potential and our previous work. They serve as our
consultants and will provide the funding for the project's
execution, primarily in the form of loans capital.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We have verified the participation of said backers during
the vetting process.

      Observation 4
According to the Quest:Citizen project page on the QuestHub
platform, the project has a number of venture capital backers.

      Observation 5
There is no information available to the public regarding the
mint (date, quantity, price) of the NFT collection. The project
has identified Magic Eden as their launch platform on our
order form.

Nestor Alpha
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https://thequesthub.io/projects/QuestCitizen


55% Developers, Team and Community Salaries
25% Customer Acquisition and Partnerships
10% Treasury
10% Liquidity Pool for Governance Token
0% Lending Capital
0% investment in other NFTs or tokens

      Project's Response
We are currently in the process of talking to Magic Eden, so the
mint strategy is not yet completed. We intend to mint in mid-
September and to provide further information about the
pricing and volume at the start of September.

Our target allocations for the mint revenue are:

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The claims of discussions with Magic Eden have been
verified throughout the procedure. We don't believe the
precise numbers are required at this time because there is
still one month before the mint and the provided
justification is sound. Furthermore, the project has strong
support from venture capitalists, allowing them to proceed
with their goals regardless of the mint revenue they
receive.

Nestor Alpha
Dox & Audit Service
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      Observation 6
The NFT collection's artist (@victorioTSH) did not take part in
the vetting process. On Twitter, a few sneak peaks of the
artwork have already been shared.

https://twitter.com/victorioTSH


      Project's Response
The team was introduced to the artist through one of its DAO
partners. The artist collaborate with us on a long-term
contractual basis and was hired to produce the artwork for the
Quest Citizens NFT collection. The collection's female traits’
artwork is already finished. The art is something we would
consider to be significant to our NFT project, and we anticipate
working with the same artist on potential future collections.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We do not view the artist's absence from the vetting
process as a problem because all 5 participants are thought
to be in key roles within their project. Documentation of
finished artworks and the artist's connection to the project
were confirmed during the vetting process.

Nestor Alpha
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      Observation 7
The collection's Discord server and Twitter profile are both
created fairly recently.

      Project's Response
To increase engagement during the NFT collection's pre-
launch phase, we wanted to time the debut of our Discord
server and Twitter account with other marketing activities.
More partnerships, including some of the more well-known
projects in the field, will be announced by the project in the
near future.



      Nestor Alpha Comment
We received more information regarding the tactics
employed as well as other specifics, which allowed us to
validate the sustainability of their plan and the
involvement of other projects.

Nestor Alpha
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      Observation 8
The project has chosen to verify their legal entity as part of the
vetting process.

      Project's Response
The legal entity serves as the holding corporation for all tech
properties and provides payroll funding. The location of the
business was picked because of the favorable cryptocurrency
regulations. There are now 13 full-time personnel working on
the project, while another 7 are thought to be contributing on
a part-time basis.



      Project's Response
The founder of a regulated crowdfunding platform and a B2B
marketplace in his native nation, @iandensan also has
experience advising metaverse projects. The other co-founders
have experience with play-to-earn games like Axie Infinity and
have agreed to launch QuestGamers as their first project. It
was initially intended to provide guild management resources
and loans to the play-to-earn sector. The concept later evolved
into theQuestHub project, a more broad platform for Web3-
related tools and loan services, as a result of the changes in
that sector.

      Observation 1
@iandensan's publicly known roles in the project are the CEO
and the co-founder.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
@iandensan’s proof of work related to their role in the
project has been confirmed during the process.

See https://www.questgamers.io/ for more information on
QuestGamers.

Team
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       thequesthub.io#9606
       @iandensan

CEO

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://www.questgamers.io/
https://thequesthub.io/
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://www.questgamers.io/
https://twitter.com/iandensan


      Project's Response
In December, Adriaan#4371 joined the team after being invited
by the CEO, with whom they had previously collaborated. This
is their first NFT endeavor. They created the initial iteration of
the software (theQuestHub platform), and as the company
grew, they hired more developers and assumed the position of
the CTO as a full-time vocation. They continue to do
programming for the project in addition to high-level strategy
and operational control on the technical side.

      Observation 1
Adriaan#4371 is publicly known as the CTO of Quest: Citizens.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Adriaan#4371’s proof of work related to their role in the
project has been confirmed during the process.

Nestor Alpha
Dox & Audit Service
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       Adriaan#4371
       @AdriaanSwieten

CTO

      Project's Response
This is the website of their former company, where they offered
services for search engine optimization, websites, and online
applications. The company is no longer in operation.

      Observation 2
During the research phase of the vetting process a business
website owned by Adriaan#4371 has been discovered.

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/AdriaanSwieten


      Project's Response
NikitaRossa#5198 was recruited to the team through an
agency in March 2022. They are in charge of all external
marketing content, as well as establishing partnerships,
managing social media platforms, and expanding the
community. They got their start in cryptocurrency in 2015
while working for a foundation, and they soon began to
promote projects. They have also participated in the
introduction of an NFT collection and presented an internet TV
channel about cryptocurrencies.

      Observation 1
NikitaRossa#5198 is publicly known as the CMO of Quest:
Citizens.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
NikitaRossa#5198’s proof of work related to their role in
the project has been confirmed during the process.

Nestor Alpha
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       NikitaRossa#5198
       @yelenakensborn

CMO

https://twitter.com/yelenakensborn


      Project's Response
ton|thequesthub.io#9889 has academic background in
culinary institution management and has previously worked in
hotel management where they gained the experience that is
also useful in their current role. Before becoming involved with
NFTs as a scholar in Axie Infinity, they used to monetize
conventional video games. They are a real-life associate of the
other co-founders, and they mostly act as the project's
operations manager.

      Observation 1
ton|thequesthub.io#9889's publicly known roles in the project
are the Chief of Staff and the co-founder.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
ton|thequesthub.io#9889’s proof of work related to their
role in the project has been confirmed during the process.

Nestor Alpha
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       ton|thequesthub.io#9889
       @TonydeGod

Chief of Staff

https://twitter.com/TonydeGod


      Project's Response
Timeblink#3643 was active in the play-to-earn space prior to
starting the project. They already worked as the community
coordinator for QuestGamers, and as the community's go-to
resource, they put a strong emphasis on community
interaction.

      Observation 1
Timeblink#3643's publicly known roles in the project are the
Community Head and the co-founder.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Timeblink#3643’s proof of work related to their role in the
project has been confirmed during the process.

Nestor Alpha
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       Timeblink#3643
       @QGTimeblink

Community Head

https://www.questgamers.io/
https://twitter.com/QGTimeblink


Conclusion
Risks Identified

The project's roadmap objectives for the later stages are quite
substantial, and in order to deliver everything, it will be necessary to
expand the team and execute at a very high level. The project has so
far demonstrated its ability to carry out its roadmap in a systematic
manner, and the team members who have been vetted have
provided ample evidence of their work, expertise, and knowledge
through our interview and their prior projects. [LOW RISK]

1.

Transparency and Cooperation
The Vetting Service Order Form included all of the optional
information, most of which was in accordance with our
guidelines. Project was extremely cooperative and transparent
with our team throughout the process, and supplied all the
information needed.

Certificate
Considering that the project meets the criteria for Tier 3 of our
Legal Accountability risk assessment, the highest rank that
may be attained is a Gold Certificate. Based on the amount and
severity of other risks identified during the vetting process (1x
Low) Nestor Alpha decides to award the project with a Gold
Certificate.


